
HSAs and Special Family Situations
The Health Savings Account (HSA) legislation was written in 2003 with “traditional” families in mind. In the real world, 
though, many families don’t follow the once-common pattern of husband, wife, and children.  As a result, the legislation and 
subsequent interpretation by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) have created some restrictions and some opportunities for 
non-traditional families.

We focus on three specific family members:

• a domestic partner (unmarried partner of either sex)
• an ex-spouse
• adult children who are no longer a parent’s tax dependent but remain covered on the family medical plan.

There is a separate paper outlining issues at the intersection of HSAs and divorce. This paper is designed to help you 
navigate the intersection of HSA rules and a wider definition of families so that you remain in compliance with HSA rules. 

HSAs and Domestic Partners or Ex-Spouses
I cover my domestic partner or ex-spouse on my HSA-qualified plan. Can I reimburse their eligible expenses tax-
free from my HSA?
No. HSAs follow federal tax rules. You can reimburse only your own, your spouse’s, and your tax dependents’ eligible 
expenses tax-free from your account. Any distributions for qualified expense incurred by a domestic partner or ex-spouse, 
unless they are your tax dependent (not common, and generally a result of the partner’s disability) are included in your 
taxable income. Your distribution is also subject to an additional 20% tax (penalty) unless you’re at least 65, are disabled, 
or die.  

Please Note: If you made distributions before understanding this rule, you may be able to work with your HSA trustee to 
avoid taxes and penalties on any distributions made during the current tax year.

Is there a way that we can enjoy tax savings when reimbursing my domestic partner’s or ex-spouse’s eligible 
expenses?
Perhaps. If your domestic partner or ex-spouse is HSA-eligible, they can open and contribute to their own account. A 
person doesn’t have to be the medical plan subscriber to be HSA-eligible. A domestic partner or ex-spouse enrolled on 
your medical plan who has no other disqualifying coverage and isn’t your tax dependent is eligible to open an HSA to 
which anyone, including you, can contribute. Your domestic partner or ex-spouse can then make tax-free distributions to 
reimburse eligible expenses that they and their tax dependents incur.

If my domestic partner or ex-spouse opens an HSA, are we limited to splitting the statutory maximum annual 
family contribution between our two accounts?
HSA legislation and subsequent guidance don’t address this issue. The legislation states that a married couple who are 
both HSA-eligible can split the family contribution between their accounts in any proportion that they wish. It doesn’t 
address domestic partners, ex-spouses, and children who are no longer a parent’s tax dependent, aside from those that 
remain on the family medical plan until their 26th birthday. 

Many benefits advisors, attorneys, and HSA administrators believe that in this scenario, each unmarried adult can deposit 
up to the statutory maximum annual contribution for a family contract into their respective accounts. In 20 I 0, an IRS 
official, speaking as an individual with knowledge of HSA (but not representing the IRS’s official position), suggested to an 
industry group that its conclusion that each party could contribute to the family maximum was correct. Be sure to check 
with your personal legal or tax counsel to assess the opportunity and risk associated with this approach in the absence of 
formal guidance.



Can I contribute to my domestic partner’s or ex-spouse’s HSA?
Yes. Anyone can contribute to anyone else’s account. Unless it’s an employer contribution, the account owner receives the 
tax deduction, regardless of who actually makes the contribution. Thus, your domestic partner or ex-spouse will deduct the 
contribution on their personal income tax return.

What if my domestic partner or ex-spouse isn’t HSA-eligible? Will this strategy still work?
No. If your domestic partner or ex-spouse isn’t HSA-eligible, they can’t open their own account. No one will be able to 
reimburse their qualified expenses tax-free from an HSA.

I also have a Limited-Purpose Health FSA. Can I reimburse my domestic partner’s or ex-spouse’s qualified dental 
and vision expenses tax-free from it?
No. The same restrictions apply to a Health FSA, which is also governed by federal tax law. You can’t reimburse a domestic 
partner’s or ex-spouse’s qualified expenses from a Health FSA. And because a Health FSA is an employer-sponsored plan, 
your domestic partner or ex-spouse can’t open one on their own. They can, however, participate in their company’s Health 
FSA program if it offers this benefit.

HSAs and Children Who Aren’t Tax Dependents
Can my adult child who’s covered on my HSA-qualified plan but who’s no longer a tax dependent open   
their own HSA?
Yes, as long as they meet all eligibility requirements. They don’t have to be a plan subscriber to be HSA-eligible.

What’s the maximum contribution that this child can make to their account?
HSA legislation and IRS guidance are silent on this issue. By the same logic described in Question 3 above, a child covered 
on a family contract can contribute up to the statutory maximum family contribution, independent of your contribution 
to your account. Be sure that you and your child check with your respective legal or tax counsel, though, to assess the 
potential risks associated with relying on that informal statement.

I still cover my adult child on my HSA-qualified medical plan, but they’re no longer my tax dependent. Can I 
reimburse their qualified expenses tax-free from my HSA?
No. You can’t reimburse any qualified expenses that your child incurred on or after the date that they no longer qualify as 
your tax dependent. Any distributions thereafter from your HSA for your child’s qualified expenses are included in your 
taxable income and subject to an additional 20% tax unless you are 65, are disabled, or die. If you made withdrawals before 
understanding this rule, you may be able to work with your account administrator to avoid taxes and penalties on any 
mistaken distributions made during the current tax year.

Is this rule different from my Health FSA?
Yes. A general or Limited-Purpose Health FSA follows medical-plan eligibility rules. Under federal law, you can cover 
children on your medical plan until they turn 26, whether or not they remain your tax dependents. So, if an adult child who’s 
no longer your tax dependent incurs a bill for dental work or new glasses, you can’t reimburse the expense tax-free from 
your HSA (to which federal medical-plan eligibility rules don’t apply), but you can reimburse it tax-free from your Limited-
Purpose Health FSA.

Disclaimer: This information is accurate as of January 20, 2021. Please note that this discussion is for informational purposes only and is based on current regulations. It doesn’t 
represent, and shouldn’t be construed as, a substitute for professional advice. Please consult your personal legal, financial, or tax counsel to discuss your personal situation and refer 
to IRS Publication 969.


